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Before i start i wanna make it clear that you wont go from dark brown to bright blue eyes.
Greenish hazel is possible if its in your 🧬

What you’ll need:
• MSM
• high quality pure honey (IMPORTANT)
• vitamin c
• alpha-arbutin (2 percent)
• vegan diet (optional)

Dosage:
4000mg MSM everyday
1000mg vitamin c everyday
1 drop of alpha-arbutin in both eyes per week
Small drops of honey in both eyes per week

The supplements i mentioned above will work together to remove melanin in your eyes + body so you might also get lighter skin color.

This guy went from brownish to green color

It’s a high risk low to medium reward method so you might as well wait for stroma.
Last edited: Oct 18, 2019

Dante
Guest

D no i am just gonna buy lens for now and wait for stroma
green eyes look creepy
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i dont get this diet cheing eye color
my grendma is 92 daying leign on a death bed and all her life she had perltcy light blue eyes

“Just the sight of one another, just the sight of our smiles was enough to fill our hearts with the joy of seeing each other again.”
― Sawada Tsunayoshi
"And I can fight only for something that I love, love only what I respect, and respect only what I at least know. "
― Adolf Hitler
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Guest

D what are the risks?
also would u have to keep up with this for the rest of your life?
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Demonstrator said: 

Eyes are a vital and fragile organ, putting things on it will always carry a risk of blindness.

Demonstrator said: 

Im not sure, it depends if the melanin in your eye increases to high levels again.

what are the risks?

also would u have to keep up with this for the rest of your life?
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Tsunayoshi Sawada said: 

Everyone is different, plus if you always had blue eyes then no matter what diet you eat you’ll have that same blue eye color.

i dont get this diet cheing eye color
my grendma is 92 daying leign on a death bed and all her life she had perltcy light blue eyes
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Guest

D mhmmmmm fuarrk
maybe ill try it 1 eye and if i dont go blind i get to have different collour eyes, cool! if i go blind then i have 1 more eye

Demonstrator
Guest

D i have hazel eyes so if they lighten they should brighten a lot mhmm
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RealRetard said: 

Everyone is different
yeah i agree

“Just the sight of one another, just the sight of our smiles was enough to fill our hearts with the joy of seeing each other again.”
― Sawada Tsunayoshi
"And I can fight only for something that I love, love only what I respect, and respect only what I at least know. "
― Adolf Hitler

Everyone is different, plus if you always had blue eyes then no matter what diet you eat you’ll have that same blue eye color.
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Demonstrator said: 

If you are worried about the risk of blindness, i would recommend to not use alpha-arbutin.

because thats the only thing in the stack that might be dangerous to put it on the eye.

mhmmmmm fuarrk
maybe ill try it 1 eye and if i dont go blind i get to have different collour eyes, cool! if i go blind then i have 1 more eye
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D RealRetard said: 

oh okay, thats good to know , would it still have lightning effects without this, just less of a impact?

If you are worried about the risk of blindness, i would recommend to not use alpha-arbutin.

because thats the only thing in the stack that might be dangerous to put it on the eye.
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Demonstrator said: 

It should lighten the eyes but might not be as effective

For the best results alpha-arbutin is a must.

oh okay, thats good to know , would it still have lightning effects without this, just less of a impact?
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